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Introduction
Inflation rates are important, particularly for long-tailed schemes

The ‘gap’ between inflation and discount rates is of particular interest

We examine:

• Main approaches

• Recent trends

• Market sources for inflation expectations



Common inflation indices

• Consumer price index 
(CPI)

• Wage price index 
(WPI)

• Average weekly 
earnings (AWE)



Setting assumptions
Common approaches:

• Historical rates

• Formula-based 
approaches

• Economic forecasters
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AWE forecasting
AWE assumptions are harder than CPI:

• No explicit AWE target

• More cyclical, particularly at a state level

• Changes in inequality and income distribution

• Only collected half-yearly by the ABS



Recent trends
• AWE repeatedly lower than 

expectations

Bishop and Cassidy, 2017
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10-year spot yields for nominal and indexed bonds

ρ = 0.4 ρ = 0.97, β = 0.75
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Recent trends
• AWE repeatedly lower than 

expectations

• Low bond yields

• Lower ‘neutral’ RBA cash rate

• More indexed bonds

• Indexed bond price 
movements look more useful

• IFRS17

• Liability stability



Setting expectations
• Inflation and yield expectations are heavily related

– Discounting should be fairly settled (Mulquiney & Miller 2012), 
particularly with the issuance of 30-year bonds

– We can make great inroads into settling inflation expectations

• Original motivation for the comparison between a market-based forecast 
and professional forecast was because QLD CTP has an economic gap that 
is needlessly volatile

– This needless volatility may be caused by information misalignment

– We focus on comparing the performance of professional forecasters 
and the market



Market-based forecasts
• We can get an inflation 

forecast very easily from 
comparing a well-fitted 
nominal yield curve and real 
yield curve

– There are some tricks to 
this that we detail in the 
paper

• The real rate or “gap” is 
actually what actuaries care 
about but we focus on the 
implied inflation in our tests
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CPI: The market vs professionals
• We concentrate on 

appropriate inflation forecasts

– Market-based forecasts

– Professional forecasters

• At a 4-year mean term, the 
DAE has resulted in a higher 
CPI estimate than the market-
based CPI estimate (+0.5%)

• Over the same period, actual 
CPI inflation was much lower 
than both forecasts
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CPI: The market vs professionals
• The market-based gap is 30% 

less volatile than the DAE gap

– This may be due to 
informational alignment

• We see a similar story for 2-
year and 8-year mean terms
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AWE: Well this is harder
• There is no direct market-

based wage inflation forecast

• We consider:

– DAE AWE forecast

– Market-based + 1.5%

– Market-based CPI + DAE 
implied real wage growth

• We think 1.5% is too high, but 
it works for this example

• Using DAE implied real wage 
growth has needless volatility
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…but there’s a lot of promise
• The constant real wage 

inflation has less volatility

– It is likely that spurious 
volatility remains because 
real wage growth is 
correlated to yields
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Recommendations

✓ Discount rates: Market-based (obviously)

✓ CPI inflation: Market-based

✓ AWE inflation:

– Must be market-based or professional forecasters

– Use market-based CPI to get your AWE forecast where possible, 
particularly where superimposed inflation is important

✓ Invest in more research!
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Thanks 
for 

listening!


